
IN 2012, Bicycling magazine ranked Denver 

the fourteenth most bike friendly city 

in America for its cycling infrastructure 

and vibrant bike culture. Sandwiched between 

temperate Austin and Scottsdale in the rankings, 

Denver is sprinting to keep up with the demand 

for accessible bicycle routes throughout its 

urban core. While city planners are preparing to 

introduce more bike lanes, The Nichols Partnership 

LLC, has rolled out a bike-themed apartment 

building for the cycling-enthusiast called “Cruise,” 

which may give the other cycling hubs a run for 

their money.

Four years ago Dan Schuetz was riding his bike 

through Denver’s Uptown neighborhood en route 

to a friend’s house when he noticed a four-story 

office building one-block off City Park was for sale.  

Schuetz, a developer with the Nichols Partnership, 

known for its Clayton Lane retail and Spire high-

rise projects, visually estimated the spacing 

between the exposed, cast-in-place, concrete 
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columns and quickly recognized the 

building as “a great opportunity, not 

for offices, but for a residential, multi-

family development.” The building’s 

proximity to the famed park, lively 

17th Avenue amenities, transit lines, 

hospitals, and downtown made it an 

ideal location to capitalize on what 

Piep van Heuven, Executive Director 

of BikeDenver, observes as  the city’s 

growing desire for more opportunities 

to “reach for the handlebars instead 

of the car keys.”

The company bought the property 

and hired Bothwell Davis George 

(BDG), an architecture firm known for 

its clean, modern, contextual design 

approach, to convert the well-built, 

1960s structure into comfortable, yet 

compact rental apartments that 

would appeal to the expansive 

Gen-Y population. The goal was 

to match the unit design and 

atmosphere to the tech-savvy, highly 

social, environmentally conscious 

demographic that has become 

accustom to living with less (space, 

that is).  “The renters aren’t looking for 

a unit based on the advertised square 

footage,” comments BDG architect, 

Matt Davis. “It’s much more about 

the experience, the quality of space 

and light.”  Surprisingly, the masonry-

clad building, ”a classic 60s midrise,” 

according to Davis, with its “butterfly 

windows, minimalist details, and 

expressed concrete structure on the 

exterior” was originally built to house seniors, but 

was later converted into a research facility for the 

Eleanor Roosevelt Institute. 

Because of the incongruent modifications over 

the years and general neglect while the property 

was vacant, the design team took a reductionist 

approach—stripping the building down to its raw 

concrete shell and masonry facades and then 

adding back a more energy efficient envelope 

with upgraded windows, insulation and all new 

mechanical, electrical, and plumbing systems.  

“When we started,” explains Davis, “we wanted to 

play up the building’s remaining attributes, but 

other than that, it was pretty much a blank canvas.” 

Thanks to the existing high ceilings, which range 

from 9-1/2 feet to 12 feet, depending on the floor 

level, the open floor plan design and abundant 

natural light captured by the window bays, the 

61 apartments—configured as studios, one and 

two bedroom units—all have a unique loft-like 

feel and require little supplemental lighting during 

the day.   Exposed concrete floors, columns, 

and ceilings amplify the recycled, yet modern 

aesthetic and streamlined, galley-type kitchens 

optimize the space within each unit.

With an average of 550 square feet, even the 

smallest Cruise units don’t fall into the micro-

apartment category (around 300 square feet) 

which is proliferating in cities like Boston and 

San Francisco where young, single professionals 

are opting for urban living over legroom.  

Acknowledging that Cruise apartments aren’t 

expansive, Schuetz explains that, “in exchange 

for the smaller units, the building has a significant 

amount of common area amenities, including 
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TOP LEFT:  Outdoor bicycle-shaped racks from Huntco carry the bicycle 
theme to the front door welcoming residents and guests.

ABOVE: The entry lobby, with its polished concrete floors, exposed pipes 
and ductwork, splashes of color and art, has a boutique hotel feel.

Cruise’s inviting common 
spaces include a pool table 
from Diamond Billiards, 
a Wi-Fi bar, and a sunny 
lounge that features classic 
Marcel chairs from Room 
and Board. Artist Todd Van 
Fleet’s half cycle installation 
adds a dose of whimsy to 
the area.

“The renters aren’t looking for a unit 
based on the advertised square footage...
It’s much more about the experience, the 
quality of space and light.” 
Matt Davis, project architect, Bothwell Davis George 



a community lounge, Wi-Fi bar, fitness 

center, conference space and outdoor 

patio for entertaining.”  

For the resident cycling aficionado, the 

building boasts extensive bike storage, 

an onsite maintenance and repair 

station, and locally crafted bicycle 

themed art throughout each floor.  “We 

think bicycles are synonymous with 

urban fun and sustainability,” says 

Schuetz. “Cruise is all about enjoying the 

urban fabric of downtown Denver and 

hopefully leaving your car at home.”

With the Nichols Partnership’s 

development foresight and BDG’s 

design acumen, the building gracefully 

emerges in a reinvigorated state—yet 

it retains all the original form, scale and 

proportions that are characteristic of 

timeless architecture whose relevance 

can still be appreciated and enjoyed.
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GREGORY CRITCHLOW, A 
CAR-LESS, DEDICATED BIKE 
COMMUTER SWITCHES GEARS 
FROM DESIGNING BUILDINGS 
TO BUILDING BIKES (AND 
REPAIRING THEM) - HOPING 
TO BE A CATALYST FOR 
RENEWAL IN FIVE POINTS.

SADDLE
UP

CHOCOLATE SPOKES BIKE STUDIO
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ABOVE: Interior designer, Sara Blette of 
Necessary Spaces, designed the model 
units to show how to maximize the living 
space so that it’s multi-functional and fun. 
“There is plenty of room,” she explains, 
“you just need to know how to use it.”

RIGHT: Open-faced upper cabinets, 
dark granite countertops, and stainless 
Whirlpool appliances complement the 
clean, modern look of each unit.

BELOW: Common area amenities include 
an outdoor patio that can be sized for large 
or small gatherings and feature Adirondack 
chairs made from recycled milk jugs from 
Loll Designs. Pet owners have access to a 
fenced “doggie service station” and garden 
lovers can take advantage of planters 
locally fabricated from reclaimed wood by 
Custom by Rushton.

ABOVE: The Nichols Partnership along with Renew 
Communications developed a request for proposal 
for the design and installation of bicycle themed 
art for Cruise. Local artist Todd Van Fleet won 
the commission and his photographs and cycle 
sculptures enliven each floor.

WHAT IS THE ORIGIN OF THE NAME CHOCOLATE SPOKES?
They are two of my passions in life…handmade chocolate and 
building bikes. I see a relationship between the two in terms of 
craft and making.

YOUR PASSION FOR BIKES?
It was my first purchase after high school. It gave me a sense 
of freedom.  First, that I could make a purchase, and second, 
that I could do something with it. I grew up playing hockey and I 
thought I could make that famous Eric Heiden switch from skating 
to cycling. I raced my freshman year at CU and got hooked. I 
also didn’t have a car so my bike was my mode of transport.  My 
first job after undergrad was as a courier.

HOW DOES YOUR ARCHITECTURE BACKGROUND INFORM YOUR 
BIKE DESIGNS?
With frame building, I have the opportunity to design and make 
something. Bike design software is only two-dimensional, so I do 
a lot of sketching to generate ideas.

WHO IS LOOKING FOR A CUSTOM STEEL FRAME?
I try to focus on a commuter-based market. For people who 
are starting to understand that they can use a bike every day 
to transport themselves, their kids, their stuff. My hope is to 
design for people who are actually going to use it and have an 
appreciation for the custom design and its performance on the 
road.

STEEL VS. OTHER HIGH END MATERIALS?
For commuting, a steel frame is going to give you a lot more 
durability—it’s going to give you a riding quality that is more 
forgiving. Carbon fiber or aluminum tends to be a lot more rigid 
because you are supposed to be putting energy into the process 
and not into the bike. You still have weekend racers who just want 
a nice steel bike.

CUSTOM DESIGN APPROACH?
First I take body measurements and make a template based on 
those dimensions. Then we start to talk about what you really 
want and start adding on from there.

ARE THEIR BIKE DESIGNS THAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO EMULATE?
I want to emulate the craft of building bikes, rather than someone 
else’s design. 

WHAT  CLASSIC BIKE FEATURES ARE MAKING A COMEBACK?
In the tradition of custom bike builders like Rene Herse, you’re 
seeing modern builders incorporating fenders, racks, more 
upright geometry, integrated lights and even dyno-hubs that 
power the lights. The Randonneur bike is my frame of reference 
in terms of aesthetics and function.

HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE TO BUILD A CUSTOM BIKE?
Typically 3-4 months from start to finish.  

WHY AN ARTISANAL BIKE SHOP IN FIVE POINTS?
As an architect, I worked on the design for a housing project 
around the corner for homeless veterans and became immersed 
in the neighborhood. For me, it’s beyond the bike shop or bike 
building—it’s about a business making an investment in the 
future of the neighborhood.

DREAM PROJECT?
It’s more of a dream process—one that is efficient so customers 
can come in and understand what it is to have a bike built that 
meets their criteria and doesn’t blow their budget.
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